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1- Some experts think that government .................... is useful to reduce the goods prices.
1. exploitation

2. diagnosis

3. intervention

4. merger

2- The government receives its authority from the people. 'Authority' means................ .
1. capital

2. funds

3. loss

4. power

3. technologically

4. technologist

3- We are living in an era of rapid ............. changes.
1. technology

2. technological

4- A system contralling the stock on the basis of the indefinite time is called ............ system.
1. effective

2. changing

3. coordinative

4. peridoic review

5- They reduced the amount of money they could spend. 'Reduced' means............. .
1. made less

2. increased

3. recorded

4. saved

6- An important breakthrough in the organization has been achieved. 'Breakthrough'

means.................. .
1. deficiency

2. difficulty

3. weakness

4. development

3. facilitator

4. facilitively

7- The teacher acts as a ................... of learning.
1. facilitative

2. facilitate

8- He managed to stay in power for five years, withstanding all the criticism and the pressure on him

to resign. 'Withstanding' means...................... .
1. resisting

2. accepting

3. receiving

4. rejecting

9- Future economic ......................... depends heavily on the success of small firms.
1. company

2. factory

3. growth

4. business

10- He works for a company that manufactures car parts. 'Manufactures' means............... .
1. paints

2. buys

3. makes

4. sells

3. barriers

4. management

3. generative

4. generatively

11- Trade ......... make the business difficult.
1. development

2. profits

12- The new company will .......... many new jobs.
1. generate

2. generation

13- Those who are responsible for test-marketing, advertising and promoting are ............managers
1. production
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2. marketing

3. technical
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4. financial
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14- How much would it cost to .......... a car for two weeks?
1. hire

2. reduce

3. modify

4. withstand

15- He .............. most of the goods of his shop in his house.
1. refined

2. stored

3. competed

4. exposed

16- Some workers were inhibited from speaking by the presence of more managers. 'Inhibited'

means........... .
1. presented

2. offered

3. allowed

4. prevented

17- The sum of money paid regularly by the government or employer, for past service, to a person

who does not work now is called.......................
1. initiative

2. pension

3. punishment

4. expenditure

18- An amount of money paid to an employee who is to be dismissed for reasons other than his own

fault is...........
1. payment

2. wage

3. salary

4. severance

19- Your explanation might have convinced him, but it didn't convince his sister. 'Convinced'

means............ .
1. annoyed

2. threatened

3. persuaded

4. motivated

20- He has no ........... of the size of the problem.
1. comprehend

2. comprehension

3. comprehensive

4. comprehensively

21- Downsizing in an organization deals with the ............. of employees number.
1. growth

2. decrease

3. increase

4. development

22- The merger of the two companies would create the world's biggest firm. 'Merger' means.......... .
1. barrier

2. division

3. combination

4. separation

23- Her knowledge encompasses all aspects of the business. 'Encompasses' means............. .
1. includes

2. ignores

3. cancels

4. disregards

24- The company screened all applications for the job to see whether any of them was a security risk.

'Screened' means.......... .
1. wrote
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2. refused

3. rejected
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4. examined
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25- He is one of the members of the .......... of their company.
1. board

2. chairman

3. labor

4. conglomerate

26- His research in computer is nearly finished. 'Research' means.............. .
1. 

2. 

3.



4. 

27- The manager's diagnosis was that his firm needs a new change agent. 'Diagnosis' means.......... .
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

28- At the end of the day the employees left their rooms so that the janitor could clean them. 'Janitor'

means............. .
1. 

2.   !

3.   

4. 

29- Such innovative ideas are very widespread among today's managers. 'Widespread' means............ .
1. " #

2. $ %

3. & #

4.  #

30- Modern weapons have an extremely high destructive power. 'Destructive' means................. .
1. ' )
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2. *+,

3. -
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